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COWU?LATION OF’FLIGHT DATA ON LIMIT!!PR3S5URE

COEFFICIENTS AN3 THEIR RELATION TO HIGH-

SPEED J3URBLIW2ANI)CRITICAL TAIL LOADS

By Richard V. Rhode

Flight data are presentgd to show that the absolute
minimum or limit pressure coefficient on m atrfoil Is
a function mainly of the Kach number for Much numbers
above about 0.3 ~lndIor llSUU1.’li~.htvslu~s of the
Reynolds number. The curve oT limit yms sur9 coefft-
ci.ent as a function of’Mach nun-~er1.3 esttibllshed. The
fli@~t data also ind~.cate the rate at wh:cl?the pressure
coef’flcientdecreases with.strem M:Ichnzmber as the
limit prossurs is a~~roached anclwhtinthe local Mach
number Is grsater thun unity. Heceut t?zenretlcalr3sults
of G&rric!:and Kaplan are mod:f13d and extrcpolnted in
accordanm wltl~tl-teflight data at t!.ie hi~.er local
Mach numbers to th3 establ~shed curve of limlt Fressu-re.
A tnntltiw working chart for the d:~termin~tlonof the
compressible-flow pressure distribution ~nd of the lift
coefficient be70nd wh:.ch potential 17.ow cmmot exist is
thus established.

The lift coefficients at which potential flow ceases
to exist (r2am91;7, tinol~ft coeftlcients at the so-called
comymessibi.lit~burble) anpear to be the actual maximum
lift ooeff’ici.ents over a certain range of Mach number;
that 1s, the lt.ftcoefficients corresponding to the
attainment cf limit rres3ure coefficient, as calculated
by means of’the tentative worklu~ chart for the
P-47C-1 airplane, are in ugr3ener2twith the maximum
lift coef’flcientsmshsured In abrupt pull-ups in the
range of ?!achnumbe~ from C?.27tc0.55.

*
Althou@ the material presented does not permit

deductions as to the relationship, if any, between the
maximum lift coefficient and the llait pressure coef’f’i-
clent at the hisher values of the Mach number, it seems
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evident .frcmpublished results of wind-tunnel tests and
other data that at the Mgher Maoh numbers the lift cosf-
ficlents oorrespondlng to Iidt prasaure coeffloient are
not, In ,general,maximums but that they do riefir.ea
boundary between two types of flow, one of which is -
turbulent or unsteady.

Certain practical Inplicatlons of the results are
dtscuss~d b~ means 01’applications to the V-n diagram.
It Is shown that modern fi@ter airplanes may stall over
a considerable range of’indlnated speed at constant
values of the load factor 912~that, In ganeral, turbulent
flow e.manatlngfrom the wings may exist titalmcst any
Do?-nton t~Je V-n dlagratnwtt22n the operuting range of
altitude. Fron thi3 result It t’ollowsthat an important
condftion of tall loadlng occurs as & result of the
superposition of bnffetlng load Increments on maneuvering
loads,

The detericratjng tifluenoe or skin wrinkles and
bulges !s also dlscusa9d and the necess?.t:of designing
smaoth wings tkat do not bulge or wrinkle within the
normal cperating PaEgo of loqd factcr is intilcated.

INTS@lX?C!?!ICN!I

3ecaxae Gi’the lack of n sat~.sfactory:hooretlc&l
solution of the kl~h-soe~d stall or burble, llmitnd

. flight tests were made cn a F-I(C-I.sii”planeSor theL“
pWPse of obta~n~fi~data Cn the stall characteristics
as a funot!on of’Mach number and ife~olds number.
Stalled pull-ups were made at kl@ altitude wlthl.n
conservative Iimtts of load factor and measurements
of acceleration, a!rspeed, and wing pressures were made.
tie data from these tests were needed because a nmnber
of recent tuil f’all~!reswere apparently caused by large
loads resultlng fro% nnenature stalling at moderately
hfgh speed and it was tberef’cmeneoeasary to establish
so~e means of estinatln: the speads and acc~lerations
or stalling before a rational apnroach tc the tall-load
problem could even be attempted.

The results of ths tests h’llcatsd large adverse
compressibility effects on the maximum lift coefficient
and verified the suppcsit!on that true stalls ml ht

?occur at moderate values of lift and at moderate y high

..—— .- .
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-., . . ,valuesof speed. The results could not be used to
estiniitethe””Stalllng-conditi-ens--far other oases,.how.-...
ever, and were not published.

Vartoua investigators o? the theoretical flow of
compressible fluids have shown and experience indicates
that serious flow dflsturbancesdo not take place upon
the attainment at some locality of the spegd of’sound.
The value of local Mach number or pressure coefficient
beyond which potential !rrotat$onal flow can no longer
exist has, however, remained elusiw and sp9culatlve.
Xanlan in reference 1 has indicated values of the Iimlt
pressure coeffi.cionton the basis of a mathematical
analysis of flow over a series of bmps. Thf3results
of reference 1.are most accurate for bumps of small
thickness for which the valu9s Gf the ll~ltli~~ pressure
coefficient occur at rather him strea?mMach numbers.
For thick bumps, the anal~sis of rei’eronce1 is 193s
accurate End requires additional terms In tinesolution.

Since the tests were fiadaon the P-):~C-luirplane,
additional data have become available from tests on an
XP+l airplane and an S32C-1 airplane. The pressure
measurement from :hese several tests and from an
earlier test on an ?W2A-2 a!rpler.e,togotb!r with the
theoretic~l results of refera:lce1, are used to est~blish
a useful working cImve of limit pressure coefficient
aga~nst Hach number.

In the nuesent l:a~er,the experimental curve of
limit press~l.recoefficient is given. E-tentative
working chart is also presented for the solution of
com~ress~.bl.eflows in air to the limit pressure. This
chart is based on a recent report by Garriok and Kaplan
(reference 2) snd has be9n adjusted and extrapolated at
tha higher 100al Mach numbers in accordance with the
flight data.

Application of’the results to the estimation of
the limits on the V-n diagram at which burbling occurs
is indicated and some implicatlo~s of the results are.

., disoussed.

FLIGHT T??i?JTSON P-]+?C-1AIRPLANE

Airplane maximum lift coeffi’olent.-Abrupt pull-ups
to stall were made at altltuses of 1>,000, 20,090,

r
. . ..— —
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and 25,500 feet. Measurements were made of the nomnal
component of acceleratlc)nand of the airspeed; the
pressure altltudes were observed by the pilot. !l%eair-
plane was welgh~d before take-off and allowanoe was made
for fuel ocnslnnptlonup to the ttme of each.pull-up-to
obtain correct values of wln~ loading for the purpose of
COmplltfngfie ltft COOffiCfent CL. Accepted methods
were emnloyed in correcting the airspeed for compressi-
bll?.tyef’feet.

The results of these tests are shown in figure 1
as maximum llf’tcoe.fflclent C&ax agafnst stream Mach

number M. There Is no agparent effect attributable to
dlff’erencesof’Reynolds numbar R; the v~lue of C%=

at li= 0.4, where the data for two altitudes overla
is tirtudly ha ssme at lie~olds n-umbersof 9.8 x 1

J
3

and 15.1 X 1 The d9gwidation in n=iunum lift with
increasi~ ?tac~number is evident.

The nature of the acceleration records and the
pllot?s observation or tho b9navior of the airplane
are of’tnterest. ~~~ura 2(a) shows a typical record
f’orone of the pL~ll-upsat 15,000feet and figure 2(b)
shows one at 25,500 ik?et. TIM sharp character of the
break at maximu??lift is apparent, particularly for
the pull-up at 15,000 fact. M all of the pull-ups
the breaks had the same sharp character, except In the
one case noted in figure 1, the record for which 1s
shown in figure 2(c); t~ this case ihe pilot rep~rt~d

a partial stall characterized by alight shuddering of
the &irplane.

The p:lotfs reports of the behatior of the alrnlane “
indicated that the stalls were, in general.,symmetrical
and ‘?hardrt- that is, there was little tendency.to roll
and.the sudden change of force, both on the wing and on
the tail, resulted in a hard shock to the airplane
structure. In some cas9s the pilot noted shaking of
the aileron.

Measurement of mfnlmum pressure.- In addltlcn to
the measuren.entsof c~=, a f’ew pressures were

measured in four of’the runs to establish the minimum
pressure, which was expected to occur near the nose of
the wing, For this purpose seven closely
sure orifices were Installed at a section
semlspan location, as shown in figure 5. .

grouped pres-
near the micl-
Considerable

I
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care was exercised to ensure a smooth surface and flush
orifices-j.and-high-frequent.y.manometers were located in
the gun mmpartment adjacent to the orifices to provide
short pressure tubes and thus to mlnimlze lag in the
pressure measurements.

,
Because these tests were made during the course of

another investigation on the airplane wltlhwhich It was
desired not to interfere and because of other limita-
tions, the pressur9 investigation could not be as
ccunpleteas desired. For these reasons, even with the
orifice locations llmited as stated, only one-half the
orifices could be connected to the manometers at one
time, so that the flight had to be repeated. Actually,
an abrupt pull-up was made at 20,000 feet followed by a
check pull-up wtth the same set of connections; the air-
plane was then brought to ecrth, connections changed,
and the two pull-urn repeated wlthln about 1/2 hour
of the first pull-ups. !l?hepull-ups were nearly identica~
as indloated by the test points for the altltude of
20,000 feet shown in figure 1.

The minfmum pressure coefficient measured at the
nose in these tests was -5.55 and the Mach number was
oJ@~ The mlnlmum pressure occurred at tiletime of
maximum lift; this feature of the re3ult is shown in
figure J by the time histories of pressure coefficient
and normal acceleration, In which the occurrence of
stall Is Indicated by the sharp break and the subsequent
irregularity in the acceleration curve.

FLIGHT TESTS ON XP-51 AIRPLANE

Available results from fli@t tests on the XP-51 air-
plane include pressure measurements obtained in a stalled
pull-up at a Mach number of 0.4.45and h three pull-outs
from dives at Mach numbers of about 0.73.

The pressures were measured around the profile at
three stations along the span of the left wing. The
spacing of the orifices at the nose, in generalb was
not so close as in the case of the P-47C-1 airplane
and the connecting tubes to the manometer In the
fuselage were longer. The mlnlmum pressure coefficient
actually measured was -4..60at the nose of the Inboard
station, and this value ocourred at a Mach number
of 0.445.

. . . . ... .,
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The minimum pressure ooefficlent measured at the
nose of the middle station was -4.25 at a Mach number
of 0.U5. The mfnlmtanpressures for both Ike root
and the middle station occurred somewhat later than the
maximum lift ooeffictent or acceleration. Figure 5
shows for the midsection the the history of the pres-
sure coefftoient at the point at whioh the minimum
pressure occurred, together with the time history of
the normal acceleration. At the Instant of maximum
lift, the minimum pressure coefficient msasured was
-4..01and the Mach number was 0.455. It appears that,
as in the case of the P-L7C-1 airplane, the maximm
lift coefficient occurred substantially in conjunction
witlnthe attainment of a limit value of mtnimum pres-
sure coefficient, with the exception that the minimum
pressure coefficient continued to persist ~or a period .
of’time followlng the occurrence of the stall. The
pressure distribution over the upper surface of the
middle station, at which the nose orifices were the
most closely spaced, is shown in figure 6 for the
Instant of maximum lift.

An example of the behavior of the mlnlmum pressure
coefficient in the dive pull-outs is shown in figure 7,
in which the lift coefficient, minimum pressure coeffi-
cient, and stream Mach number are plotted against time.
It is seen that, before the pull-out started, the
minimum pressure coefficient decreased as the Mach
number increased to a value that subsequently remained
nearly constant for a time. As the lift coefficient was
sharply increased from about 0.1 to about 0.4.,however,
the mlnimwn pressure coefficient failed to respond in
a manner that would have been expected for low values
of the Mach number. In fact? the singular constancy
of the pressure coefficient in this case suggests the
attainment of a limit value for the Mach number shown.

The apparent attainment of limit values of the
minimum pressure coefficient in the dive pull-outs was
not related to an: obvious stall, although the pres-
sure records showed that turbulent flow existed behind,
but not ahead of, the location where the limit pres-
sure occurred.

FLIGHT TESTS ON SB2C-1 AIRPLANE

In the
loads on an

course of an investigation of the flight
SB2C-1 airplane, pressures were measured
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along the chord at three spanwlse stations on the left-, wfng.’ Although the testswere .not.-carrledto..ve~yQi.gh
Maoh numbers or llft coefficients, a series of pull-
outs was made up to a Mach number of 0.645 and a lift
coefficient of 0.45. In the last pull-out, as con-
trasted with previous ones of lower speed and accelera-
tion, there were definite evidenoes of disturbance to
flow over the wing and of separation from the upper
surface. l%ese evidences Included sudden losses In
total pressure in a region extending from 3 inches to
6 inches above the tratling edge of the wing and tlis-
continuity in the curve of wing bending mmnent against
wing llft. ?Jcreover as for th9 xP-51 airplane, the
minimum pressure coefficients showed a tendency to stay
at a nearly constant value over a period of time d~lilg
whjch the normal acceleration of the airplane increased
and decreased. Although the indtoations ware not ao
shar~lv defined for the SB2C-1 airplane as for the
P-47C-I and XP-51 airglanes, it is b~lleved that a limit
valu9 of girossure coei?flclsnthad bean obtained and
that, associated with its occurrence, separation of
flow occurred over the upper surface of the wing. In
this case the minimum press-arecoefficient was -2.15 and
occurred at a Mach number of C.&5.

,.

It seams evident that, an each of the flight tests
, cited, the minimum pressure coefi’icientmeasured at any
.;

!

point along the chord attained a limit value at which
separation of flow or turbulence occurred. The several
values of minimum pressure coefficient measured in the
flight tests cited herein are plotted against Mach
nmber in figure 8. The point shown for the stalled
pull-up of the XP-51 airplane is that for the nose of
the root station. This point was chosen because it
was the minimum of all values measured and is probably
the most accurate value considering the effects of lag
in the tubes connecting the orffioes to the manometer.
Also shown in figure 8 are results from reference 1 for
bump th’lclcnessratios up to about 8 percent and a point

I from tests of the lCF2A-2airplane reported in refer-
ence 3. This last point was taken from tineoriginal
data, not from the cross-fatred pressure plots shown
in reference..3.
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points fall along
a single curve in figure 8 notwlthstfiding di.fferenoe=
in airfoil section, lift coefficient, and Reynolds
number seems to verify ths real existence of a limit
pressure coefficient dependent mainly upon Maoh nunber
and to establish the curve as tlhedefinition of tilis
limit pressure coefficient as a function of the Mach n
number.

MODIFICATION Ah~ EXTRAPOLATION OF THEORETICAL FLOW

~ime 8 shows. in adilitlonto the experimental
values 6f limit nre;sure coefficient, the theoretical
values of pressure coefficient In compressible flow
presented in reference 2. The sonic curve shown in
f~.gure8 represents the locus of points at which the
local Mach number Is unflty. ~g ~heoretical results
indicate that the negative messure coefficients may
continue to decrease in a continuous manner with
increase in the stream Mach numb9r to values corre-
sponding to a constant lccal Mach number which, for
a particular velocity correction formula given in
reference 2, has the value 1.15. The theoretical
results, however, do not extend to the experimental
curve of limit pressure coefficient and, in order to
effect solutions of the flow to this limit, the
theoretical flow must be extrapolated. Also, the
theoretical curms as extrapolated must be examined
in consideration of the available flight data to
ensure that solutions in reasonable agreement with
the flight results are obtain9d.

In order to effect an extrapolation that would
conform to the des?.rablecondition of agreement wfth
the fltght data, three steps were taken. First, the
pressure distribution obtained immediately prior to
the stall of the XP-51 airplane was compared with the
~alculated presswne distribution as corrected for
compressibility by the use of the Garrick-Kaphn curves
directly extrapolated; the disagreement in the two
results was then used as a guide to effect a modified
extrapolation. Because this first step serves as a
guide to extra~olatlon only in the region of the greater
numerical values of tha negative pressure coefficient,
a second step, aiiiedat extrapolation In the regkm of
Khe lower values, was to examine the rate at which the
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5

mlnfmnml pressure coeffloient changed with Mach number
..- ..just.prior to the attainment .Orthe .l@lt pressure in

the dives of the XP-51 airplane. The experimental rate
was then used as a guide to the extrapolation. Finally,
the modified and extrapolated flow curwes, together with
the established curve of limit pressure coeffloient, were
used to estimate the probable maxtium lift coefficients
of the P-47C-1 airplane over a range of Maoh nmnber and
these llft coefficients were cheoked against those
obtained experimentally by means of the accelerometer
and airspeed measurements.

Figures 6 and 8 show the results of the first
step. ~ this step only the negative pressure coef-
ficients were considered and, because of the presence
of the flap and other Irregularities in the wing near
the trailing edge, attention was focused on the forward
half of the wing, where the smoothest flow existed.
Furthermore, tha comparisons were effected by matching
the peak pressure coefficients at the nose and observing
the degree of agreement in th9 pressure curves as they
extended back toward the trailing edge. For this purpose,
the minimum pressure coefficient occurring at the nose of
the airfoil was assumed to be -4.6o instead of’the
measuiiedvalue of -4.01, which occurred at the time of
maximum lift. This value was chosen because of the
probability that the minimum pressure coefficient
actually occurred somewhere between the points at which
pressure orifices were looated. It may be noted that
-4.6 is the value found on the curva of limit pressure
coefficient in figure 8 for a Mach number of O.~ 5 at
whloh the maximum lift occurred. Figures 6 and a
indicate that better agreement between the calculated
and measured pressure distributions 1s obtained with a
compressibility correction that bends up less steeply
than the Garrick-Kaplan curves In the region of and
beyond the sonic curve. Below the sonic curve, the
ourve of best a reement lies between the approximate

2result of von K rm&n (referenoe 4) and the particular
ease dlsoussed In reference 2. In fact, the experi-
mental curve follows very closely the Temple-Yarwood
approximation reported in reference 5 and discussed In
reference 2.

The result of the second step is shown in fig-
ure 8 as a plot of the simultaneous values of minimum
pressure coefficient and stream Mach number shown in
the time history of figme 7 prior to the pull-out.
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Although the angle of attack did not ohange sufficiently
during the dive to affect the signiflcanoe of tills
result, a bulge In the upper surface of the wing grew
largar with increasing speed so that tke profile dld not
remain quite constant. At the higher spaed, just before
the pull-out, the locatloa of’minimum pres3ure shifted
from about @ percent to 50 percent chord, which was the
location 02 ths cr~st of the bulge. The plot of pres-
sure coefficient In fi~re 8 is That of the minimum
pressure coefficient regardless of location and is the
most significant Fossible representation of the behavior
of the pressure coefficient with lncreasin~ Mach number.
The result shown th.erefrraIS a Su.bstantlallytrue
indication tor the pr9aent purpo~e and serves as a
legitl~ate guide tc the extrapolation. Agafn, it appears
that the experimental flow curve bends up less steeply
than the Gmrick-l%plm curve. The experimental cwve
hers IS sonewhat fiorasteen than the Terple-Yarwood
approximation.

.FIRureQ Is a comnleto flc’.fchart based rrinarily
on th~ Garr2ck-Kaplan results modi.ftedand extrapolated
in accordance wltk the experimental results as indicated.
The Tom&le-Wrwaod apmwximatlon was used to some extent
to assist in systematlz~ng the upper parts ~r tileflow
curves. TWs chart Jay be regarded as a tentstive
workln: chant fo~ the scluticn of the gressq~redls~ribu-
t:on to the limlt p%ssure and o.t’the llft coeffi~.ien~
at whtch marked changes in flow occur. NO doubt som9
sli~t ~“odlf:cattonof tkq chart will nrov~ desirnb19
as addltion~i f2i@t data become ~vall.qbleor can be
analyzed.

It ua~ be po~rltsdout that, whereas the particular
velocity correction formula discussed in rsference 2
yields a limit ~urve for whlck the local Mach number
Is 1.15, the T’emple-Ymwood approximat?.onyields a
lltit curve i’crwhich the local Mach nvmbar is 1.55
culc-ildtedaccording to the method cf reference 2. me
exprtmental curm corresponds to a local Mach nunber of
about 1.5 at W.s Intermediate and high =lues of the
mi~ham pressure coefflctent and tc somewhat lower local
Mach n’mbers et the loder values of pressura coeffflcient.
Apparently, then, no one velocity correction formula would
apmly over the entire range of conditions and it a~pears
from the nresent experimental results that the limit
curve of figure 9 Is probably the one applicable to
modern slrnlanes.
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.-, . .- .-..,. .. COMFARISOl?rO=FbE~TIZdATEDAND MEASURED1....-. -.
lL~IT LI~ COE~~ ~~1 II

Pressure distributions for three sections of the
wing of the P-47C-1 airplane were calculated for incom-
pressible flow at several lift coefficients aocording
to the method of reference 6. The sections for whloh
the calculations were made were taken at stations near
the root, midway between the root and tip, and near the
tip. In each case care was taken to ensure accurate
evaluation of the peak pressure near the nose. These
pressure dlstrlbutlons were expanded to various Maoh
numbers through the use of figure 9 until the limit
pressure coeftlclent was attained. The new lift coef-
ficients were then found by mechanical Integration. In
this way thef’llmitlift coefflcientst?wereobtained as a
function of free-stream Mach number.

The span load distribution was then determined
according to the method of referenoe 7 and the section
lift coefficients were plotted against wing lift coef-
ficient. Since there was no reason to belleve that
the span load distribution would be greatly affected
bv compressibilityuntil a breakdown in flow occurred
at acme station, no serious attempt was made to oorrect
this distribution for compressibility. Because the
wing has some twist, however, the well-known Glauert

●

factor —

&

was applied for a Maoh number of 0.55

(a value ne~r the upper limlt attained in the tests on
the P-47C-1 airplane) to indicate approximately the
degree to which the ultlmate result might be affeoted
by such a correction. The uncorrected-and correoted
values are shown in figure 10.

F’lnally,the section values of limit lift coef-
fiolent, as previously detemlned for several values
of the Maoh number, were located in the plot of section

* lift coefficient against wing lift coefficient. (See
fig. lo.)

Figure 10 shows at a glanoe approximately where
the ohange in flow may be expected to occur first
along the span. At the lower Maoh numbers and higher
lift coefficients, the high pressure coefficients at

—
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the relativel? sham nose of the tbln tlp section result
in e~rlfer change near the tip. At the higher Mach
numbers and lower lift coefftclents, tho greater thick-
n9ss of the root section causes the flow to break down
first at the inkoard location. The initial occurrence
of’soma breakdown in flow over a ilarro-wregion along
the span does not mean, however, that a ckange of lift
of the whole wing will be manifested at the same time.

It Is evident that the l.lftol’the wing at wkdch
a chan~e in flow is llkely to be manifested by some
noticable change in bdwvio~ of the airplane will lie
between the values corresponding to the limit lifts of .
the root and tip sections. Without knowledgo of the
rate at which the lift ckandes beyon-dthe critical
wllue at each stat?.o~,the wzng lli’tcoefficient of
cmmst) cmnot be exactly deterdnod.
tl’-m,

2Lsan approxima-
howevar, a mean wing Ii.?tcoefficient may “De

dafie:~~inedbv wsl~ltin~ tha w.lues Corresponding to
the 2.’itical-sect~on caeffizients according to the
ch~y~.sof the sect?.ons. The wing lift ccefficidnts
datormlned In this manner fop the P-!+7C-la~.rrlme are
shown tn fl~ure lU. ~igure 11 shOws the ~.e~nW~nR lift
coefficients wlottod against Mach number. Also Shown
for coupartson are the experimental values of maximum
li~t coefficient ?rcm figure 1, corrected for the
unward-&ctinG tall load to represent inr)renearly the
maximr. lift coePfflcientof’the w~.ngalone. The agree-
ment tmtween the experimental maximum Ilft coefflcien~s
and the Iimlt Ii:t coefficients as estimated from the
chart of fig~~re9 serves both as a practical check of
the chart ~d as an indication that the breakdown of
flow associated with the attainment of the limit pres-
sure coefficient defines the maxix.umltft coefficient
for the wing cf ‘Ac P-47C-1 airplane within the test
range of Mach number.

Applications to V-n Magram and
1-..
‘&@ications Relative to Tail Loads

En order to tllastrate some practical ir.placations
of the foregoing results V-n diagrams (fig. 12) have
been prepared for the P-~72-l airplane. The V-n diagram
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~ is s-implya graphloal representation..of-the general.lift
equation, where the lift L 1s gimn in terms of the
airplane weight W, as follows:

Ln=-
W

where

P mass density of alr

v true airspeed

s wing area

The curved boundaries shown in f’lgure12 are the limits
defined by the estimated values of lift coefficient at
the limit pressure coefficient and hence apply to the
wing only; airplane load factors are about 5 or 6 percent
higher than the llmits shown owing to the upward-acting
tail load. The mean llne through the accelerat~on
values measured at 25,5~0 feet and corrected for tall
lend is also shown for comparison.

This V-n diagram shows at a glance the values of
acceleration and V#/2 at which breakdown of flow or
burbling occurs at any altitude. A point of interest
is that the lines of constant lift coeff’lclentar9 also
lines of constant Mach nunber when considered as con-
necting the V-n boundaries for the different altitudes.

It may be noted that there is a region of’altitude
and speed at which burbling occurs”with high load factors
in the neighborhood of the limit load factors for which
modern f’i@ter and pursuit airplanes are designed. For
example, if a horizontal line is drawn on the diagram
atn= 8, this line intersects the sea-level boundary
at about 285 miles per hour and at 520 miles per hour.
Burbling can therefore occur at sea level at either of
these two speeds. AS the altitude increases, the lower
speed at which burbling occurs at 8g increases and the

—— — ——— —- . — ———
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higher speed decreases matil, at about 8000 feet,
the flow breaks down at 8g at a single speed of about
370 miles per hour; at other speeds, burbllng already
has occurred at lower load faotors. Thus, if pull-outs
cr pull-ups are carried out to8g between sea level and
~000 feet, burbling may be expected to occur at any
speed, depending u~on the altltv.de,between the sea-
level llmits of 23o miles pr hour and 530 miles per
hour. Slmllar conditions obtain, with different limits
of speed and altitude, for other values of acceleration.

The effect o.fwing Ioadin& is indicated by a com-
parison of fl~ure 12, which applies for a wing loading
of 40 pounds per square foot, and figure 13, which
applies for a wing Ioadlng of’30 pounds per square foot.
T% boundaries for equal altltu.desmove to higher values
of accsloration as tke ‘.7b~ loading decreases or, by
putting it conversely, burbling occurs at given values
of acceleration and lift cosf’ficientat higher altitude
as tk.ewing loading decreasss. ~ th3 case under con-
sideration, ‘&,eeffect of’decreaa?.ngthe wing loading
fvon 40 pounds Ter square feat to 30 pounds ner square
foot has been to increase the altitude at which burbling
occurs at a sing19 speed at ~g from about 8000 feet to
about 15,000 feet.

These results lead to the conclusion that break-
down 0? ?1OW $rom tb.ewings of modern fighter airplanes
mav occur as u result of cormressibility effectsover
most OZ’tba area of tineV-n diagra?n,the accelerations
and speeds denendtng u~on the wing leading and altitude
for anv Fiven alrolane geometry. Lloreover,within the
usual ~~ge of wing loading, such breakdown may occur
in the vicinity of the limit load factor within the
normal operating range of altitude and speed. TM s
fact; of ooume, has an impmtant bearing on the loads
impossd on the airplane structure, especially that of
the tall. In the case Qf the horizontal tail, the
existence of the high load factor s~~if’ies, in general,
a large ~Lpward-acthg tall load; when the flow breaks
down over the wing while the quasi-static load on the
tail is large, a critical condition Is likely to occur
because of’the superposition of additional load incre-
ments. These load increments include those resuiting
from buffeting (see reference 8) and those resulting
from changes in the location of the aerodynamic center
of the wing. Furthermore, if the breakdown in flow is
unsymmetrical over the wings, rolling and ya1711q3 may be
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. expeoted.to,.o,cpm,,qp~
load will be Imnosed.

15

Unsymyqtrioql capponents of tall.-.!
If the breakdown in-flow-is a “

true stall, as the evidence indicates will be the case
at the more moderate values of”the Mach number, and if
some aileron or rudder has been applied, a snap roll may
ensue with vwry large yaw angles and large unsynmetrlcal
tail-load components. lh this case, too, the loads on
the vertical tail surfaoes may be critical becbuse of
the occurrence of a very large yaw angle at high speed.

Although reduction of wing loading increases the
altitude et which the high loads oocur, the probability
of stalling or burbling still remains within the range
of usual operating conditions for all commonly used
wing loadings. On the other hand, the range of altitude
within whlcihstalllngor bw”ollng does not occur over a
conslder&ble range of speed is greatly increased with
reduced wing loading so that, in general, the lighter
the wing loading the lass probable is the occurrence of
change of flow, especially at tho hfgher values of load
factor. The liglhterwing londings are therefore
advantageous Zn this respect.

Differentiation between Stalling and Wrbling

Care has bean exercised to avoid the use of the
terms ‘~stallt!and ‘tmaxtmlnnlift’!in this re~ort except
wl~enthe breakdown of Tlow at maximum ltft or maximum
lift was specifically meent. The results reported
herein anpear to Indicate definitely enough that, when
the limit pressure coefficient Is reached at high to
moderate values of ths lift coefficient and at corre-
spondingly low to moderate values of the Mach number,
the breakdown in potential flow induces loss of llft
and results in a turbulent wake of considerable strength.
In other words, the limit pressure coefficient appears
to define true maximum lift, or stalling, over a oertain
range of Mach number, the upper limit of which has not
yet been established.

- h the high-speed pull-outs of the xP-51 airplane
at Maoh nubers of about 0.74 and”at llf’tooefflcients
of about 0.4, the mere attainment of the lhlt pressure
coefficient did not result in any noteworthy manifesta-
tion of troublesome conditions although, as has pre-
viously been noted, the pressure records indicated the
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existence of turbulence“behind the locatlon at which the
llmit pressure cceff’iclentoccurred. It Is felt that
the reason for the lack of noteworthy effects in this
case may have been that the limit pressure coefficient
occurred ratker far back.on the upper surface (see
fig. 16) and that the turbulent wake was consequently
narrow and missed the tall. Furthermore, the existence
of a slight bulge I.nthe profile at the location of the
limit pressure may have stabilized the location of the
shock and thus have led to the maintenance of relatively
steady flow conditions.

That the attainment of’the lfmlt pressure coeffi-
cient in the pull-outs of the x%51 airplane did not
correspond to maximum lift is obvious from the data
in figure ~, which show that the lif’tcoefficient can
change considerably while tke ●inimum pressurs coeffi-
cient remains nee.rlyccnstant. The reason for this
behavior is perhaps evident from figure 16. It may
be observed that, since the limit pressure coefficient
occurred at the 50-parcent-chord statton and pressure
coefflcimts of much lcwer ra&itud9 were present
fomvard of this point, there is no bar to the further
reduction of the pressures over tb.eforward half of
ths wing ‘mtil the limit value is attained there; that
is, as the angle of attack is Increased, the pressure
diagram map continue to be IIfilledinn over ths forward
portion until the limit Dressure is attained at the
nose.

The determination of maximm lit’%at the hi~her
values of tke Hach number IS therefore not settled by
the material contain-d k.erein. ~.ere is no doubt
that flight can be accomplished at the higher Mach
numbers outside the boundaries of the V-n diagram
established by the limit pressure,-but the msxiiuum
possible load fackors are not at present subject to
analytical determination. On the other hand, there
is also llttle or no doubt that at these higher Kach
numbers tho limit pressure does establish boundaries
on tho V-n diagram between two regimes of flow, one
of’which Is turbulent or unsteady. W’netherthe change
of’flow and the turbulence introduce hazardous condi-
tions depends upon, among other things, the geometry
and dynamics of the airplane and the magnitude of the
dynamic pressure.
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,. -,. - -..,, .Effeotof-Sktn.Bulging and Wrlnkllng-

It should be reiterated at this point that the
test results for the P-47c-1 airplane were obtained at
sufficiently high altitude or at sufficiently low speed
to ensure that the load factors would not be high. For
this reason the wing was not stressed sufficiently to
cause serious distortion of the wing profile due to
bulging or wrinkling of the skin, and the results there-
fore apply to the undistorted profile. The V-n diagrams
shown herein also apply to the undistorted profile.

It is easy to show, however, that distortions of
the profile have a substantial deleterious effect upon
the lift coefficient at which the limit pressure occurs.
This fact is almost self-evident but is illustrated
by figures ~ and 1~. F?.gure14 shows the upper sur-
face of an air~lane wing under static test at a load
factor or 8. The report of the test indicates that
the wrinkles started to form at a load factor of 6 when
the wing was first leaded and at a load factor of 4
when the wing was reloaded after ha%flngbeen loaded to.
the design yield load. Figure 15 shows the calculated
incompressible-flowpressure ?listrlbutlonfor the
fovward portion of the u~mer surface of this wing at
two values of the section lift coefficient. The fig-
ure also shows the pressure distribution as modified
by the presance of a wrinkle having dimensions such
as those shown in figure 14. The nodif’icationof
the pressure distribution as caused by the wrinkle was
calculated by the method given in reference 9. Referring
these pressure distributions to figure 9 shows that the
presence of the wrinkle seriously decreases either the
lift coefficient at a given value of the Mach number or
the Mach number at a given value of the lift coefficient
at which the limit pressure coefficient is reached.

The flatter t~es of pressure distribution asso-
ciated with tb.enewer types of airfoil at the lower
lift coefficients may be sensitive to slight distor-
tions of the profile as the llmit pressure is approached.
Measurements of the profile distortion at the mid-
semlspan location on the XP-51 airplane, for example,
indicated that the crest of a wide bulge occurred on
the upper surface at the 50-percent-chord station. The
height of the bulge was about 0.2 percent chord. Else-
where along the chord the heights of the bulges were
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only about one-twentieth that magnitude. It might
be expected that the effect of the bulge would be
to modify the incompressible-flowpressure diagram in
a manner similar to that illustrated for tke wrinkle
in figure 15; of’course, the pressure -incrementswould
be less drastic than for the wrinkle (the height of
which, incidentally, was 0.4 percent chord) and, since
the bulge was wider tl,anthe wrirkle, the nressure
increments would be spread over a somewhat gr9ater
distance alon~ the chord.

Figwwe 16 shows the estimated pressure distri-
bution for the unalstorted u~~el’-sur:aceprofile .
together with the pressure diat~’ibutlonactually .
measured just as the limit pressure was reached.
Although the point h~s no: been vsrlt’ied,it anpears
pOSSible that t~lt? efi’63Cb Of the bulge in the upper
surface was to shift the rmsltion ac which the region
of low pressure cccurred al:dalso to cause the pressure
to decrease to tk.ellmit vulua.

Bulging and wrinklin~ cf :h~ sl;inapnear, there-
fore, to have two important effects: First, as
wrinkling occurs at the hi~her load factors, the lift
coefficients of burbling are reduced and the actual
V-n boundaries Fon ~be lower altitudes may have flatter
and lower crests than illustrated DV the examples shown
for an undistorted wing irl figures 12 dnd 13. Second,
the existenc~ cf bulging md wrinkling ~akes very
difficult, if not practically impossible, th~ predic-
tion of an exact nressure distribution at the higher
loads and speeds. It would seem, therefore, that
every affort ~Foul15be made to design tho wings of
high-performance alrulanes to have rigid shells rather
than to mrmit wrtnkling and bulglng of the skins..
It is equally evident, of course, that otker flow
deteriorat~ng influences on t:~ewing profile should
be suppressed to the vanishing point.

Langley Memorial Aeronautical =ooratory
National #.dviscryCommittee for Aeronautics

Langley Field, Va.
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Figure 2.- Accelerationrecordstaken on P-AVC-I airplaneduring
abrupt pull-ups.
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Figure 9.- Tentative working chart.for solution of compressible
flow of air to limit pressure.
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Figure 12. - V-n diagrams for P-47C-1 airplane showing
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Figure 13. - V-n diagrams for P-47’C-1 airplane showing
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